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 The original Grand Theft Auto debuted in 1997, when players controlled a single character, three-dimensional New York City,
as the player character scaled an achievement by reaching the top of the Empire State Building and walked away with $10,000.

The Grand Theft Auto series took a violent turn in 2001, with Grand Theft Auto 2. The series has become synonymous with
violent depictions of video games, often referred to as Grand Theft Auto games. However, the Grand Theft Auto series is not

defined by its violence. Grand Theft Auto III, in particular, is acclaimed for its story and character development, making it one
of the most critically acclaimed games of all time. The Grand Theft Auto series has received numerous awards, including Game

of the Year from the Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences. Two Grand Theft Auto games have placed on the TIME 100
Best list, most recently in 2010. The series has been referred to as one of the most influential games of all time. With its

critically acclaimed story and characters, open world, numerous gameplay mechanics and general freedom of action, the Grand
Theft Auto series has created a unique gaming experience that has divided gamers and critics alike. While some players say
the Grand Theft Auto games are no longer relevant, others argue that they can still be considered the most popular games in

gaming history. Gangs The Grand Theft Auto series is a single player action-adventure video game that allows players to be the
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head of one of five groups: the New York City Crime Family, the Bronson Brothers, the Haitian Gangster's, the Mafia, and the
Latin Kings. The Grand Theft Auto games allow players to control their gang's behavior by acting as a manager and committing
crimes in their pursuit of gaining more money, weapons, and fame within the GTA gang. The Grand Theft Auto series follows
the story of Michael De Santa and how he, and his gang, become the leaders of the city. It spans five games in the series, with
the final two being Rockstar Games' most critically acclaimed releases, Grand Theft Auto V and Grand Theft Auto Online.

Games Reception Rockstar Games' The Grand Theft Auto series is one of the most critically acclaimed video game series of all
time. The series has won numerous awards, including Game of the Year from the Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences.
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